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1. Introduction 
 

Nowadays smart recognition of human identification for 

security and control is a global issue of concern. The 

biometrics such as fingerprints, faces, irises, retinal vein, 

facial vein… could be used for personal identification, but 

finger-vein always preferred. Finger vein is a blood vessel 

network under finger skin. They are unique for each 

individual [1], unaffected by aging, and it is internal, inside 

human skin. So the using finger vein has guarantee high 

security authentication. 

Finger vein authentication thus offers several key 

advantages compared to other form of biometric. 

Table 1: Compare major biometric recognition 

methods 

▲: Good      ■: Normal   ▼: Insufficient 

Finger-vein recognition method overcomes the 

weaknesses of other hand-based methods, and has some 

advantages [2]: non-contact (not influenced by surface 

conditions), high security (finger-vein patterns are internal 

features, and difficult to forge), live body identification 

(only be recognized by live body), fast authentication 

speed. 

However, the finger-vein authentication still has some 

problems in practice such as the quality of original image 

of finger vein will be reduced under bad environment 

conditions (low temperature or outdoor illuminations) or 

angle vary each collection the finger vein image. The ways 

to restrain these problems is improve the imaging device or 

improve the feature extraction method to handle the low 

quality images [2]. 

In this paper, we introduce a system for finger personal 

identification. Our system used the infrared light to capture 

images in which vein appears darker. In addition we also 

develop an algorithm to recognize the finger vein. Our 

algorithm is based on calculation the matching error value 

which is the difference between the model finger vein 

image and the matched finger-vein image.  

To evaluate the performance of the recognition system 

and the algorithm in finger-vein identification, we collected 

a database from the system. The database contains 300 

images of 30 different fingers, and tested in the fact to 

identify the fingers of various users. 

 

2. Image Acquisition 

 

Figure 1: The finger-vein authentication system 

(a): Device to acquire image    

(b): Guiding for capture finger vein image  

 
The finger vein images are acquired by using a camera 

Logitech C920 and light source, shown in Figure 1.Our 

system used a light source with infrared LED with 
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wavelength 700nm to 1000nm. With using IR LED, the 

finger vein can be visible and acquire image of vein in 

finger. The illumination of IR LED can be adjusted such 

that the finger vein image collected has the best quality and 

the best clearly. The images which was captured, is shown 

in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Images of finger vein acquisition 

 

3. Calculate the correlation between 2 images 

 
The calculation the correlation has 3 main steps: (i) Read 

images (Input Image and Model Image), (ii) Image 

Normalized, (iii) Calculate the correlation. 

Read Input Image

Read Model Image

Normalize Image

Normalize ImageInput Image

Model Image

Calculate 

Matching Error

Return 

Matching Error

Figure 3: Schematics of calculation the correlation 

 

To reduce time process and increase perform of system, 

input image will be normalized. This stage consists of: size 

normalized, ROI extraction, reduce noise to improve the 

quality of image. In this step, the original image capture 

size is reduced from 640x480 pixels to 330x120 pixels. 

The result of the ROI extracted as Figure 4: 

 
Figure 4: Images Normalized 

The last step of the method is calculation correlation 

between input image and model image. The process will 

return the matching error value. This value will be used in 

next step of our algorithm. The matching error value is 

calculated by the following expression below: 

 

 

 
Here, Error is matching error between input image and 

model image, Xi,j is gray value in ith column and jth row of 

Image X; i,j run across the image; u,v are choose so that all 

point of the template will be reached, Area is area of image 

M . M is model image, I is input image. 

 

4. Algorithm to recognize finger vein 

We proposed an algorithm to recognize finger vein as 

flow chart below: 

Input Image

Model Image

Compare and 

Matching

CurError 

>ErrMax

Rotate model ±0.5°

Compare with input 

Image

CurError < 

Err2

Return Best 

matching

Stop

CurError 

<Err1

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Figure 5: Schematics of the algorithm to recognize 

finger vein 

 
Err1 and Err2 are determined based on testing the 

system with the images data. We compare 2 images and 

calculate matching error of them as noticed above. Our 

algorithm also deals with the shifting the location of the 

finger with rotation model image ±0.50 each time. 

 

5. Experimental Results 

 
The experiments were conducted using our finger vein 

image database which is collected from 30 individuals and 

300 model images. We conducted recognition with another 

system (FDV-S570) to compare performance of our 

system. The experiment shows the good result of our 

method. The result is shown as table below: 

Table 2: Test results 

 

6. Conclusion 

We would like to increase the performance of the 

proposed algorithm with find the method to match with the 

bad quality images in which the finger vein can’t be visible. 
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Reference result 200 180 20 90% 

Proposed method 200 190 10 95% 
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